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Model Number: 15-DB-LH-XL

Rotovac 15-DB-LH-XL 15 inch pad driver bonnet head for 360XL (Freight Included)

Manufacturer: Rotovac

 Rotovac 15-DB-LH-XL 15 inch pad driver bonnet head for 360XL

The 360XL Cuts Cleaning Time in Half!
Rotovac introduces the all new Rotovac 360 XL Rotary Jet Extractor! The 360XL has
a large 15" wide cleaning head and is designed to cut your cleaning time in half.
Engineered by Cliff Monson, the inventor of the RX-20 and Rotovac Powerwand, the
360 XL is the best rotary extractor on the market. With it's telescoping handle and
multiple cleaning head options, the 360 XL is a must see for those in the market for a
new Rotary Jet Extractor.

Rotovac 360 XL Product Details
The Rotovac 360 XL is a Patent Pending Rotary Extraction Power Head that utilizes
rotary vacuum heads to thoroughly deep clean carpet with hundreds of
multi-directional cleaning passes.  The 360 XL weighs only 59 lbs and is extremely
easy to use as it operates in a self propelled side to side motion. Simply stated,
&ldquo;The 360 XL cleans better with less effort.
Works with any Portable Extractor or Truck Mount
The Rotovac 360 XL is air flow calibrated to work with any portable or truck mount
extractor that uses a standard 12" wide cleaning wand. Give your business a boost
and your back a break by hooking up the XL to your existing portable or truck mount.

Please use a Qualifying Portable.  This means any portable with 6+ (six or more
stages of vacuum, 19,000 Vacuum units or more, with auto fill and auto dump)  To
read the recommend hose lengths to use with this wand with a portable, please visit
the article "What is the recommended hose length to use with my portable carpet
cleaning machine."

    
    Features:
    
    Cleans better with less effort and leaves carpet drier than a wand
    Large 15" wide cleaning head
    High torque motor with tough helical reduction gearing
    Patented swoopglide&trade; vacuum ports
    Telescoping handle for compact storage
    144 RPM
    55 lbs (without cleaning head)
    Rugged cast aluminum frame
    2" clear view tube
    Can use either 1-1/2" or 2" vacuum hose
    Unique marketing tool, land new accounts and generate referral business
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Rotovac 360XL Questions and answers

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 13 January, 2017
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